
In commercial design the perfect surfacing score looks great, delivers better dura-

bility, requires less care and is also, somehow, easy on the bottom line. Add bonus 

points if it can convincingly replace fragile painted surfaces and rare hardwoods 

while streamlining manufacturing with sustainable materials. 

3DL is truly unique in the surfacing world. 

It’s the only material that can be laminated to five of six sides of a carved MDF panel 

in a single processing step, dramatically streamlining manufacturing while effectively 

sealing the panel core against moisture and bacteria. Its thermoplastic flexibility allows 

designers to create shapes, logos, soft edges, spill channels and even interior cutouts 

in horizontal and vertical panels. 

Wrapped around a recovered-wood-fiber core.

100% of the wood used to make MDF cores is recovered from other industrial wood 

processes, fiber that would otherwise be landfilled or burned. 3DL is usually a thin 

PVC overlay with a fraction of the plasticizer content of IV bags. The panel back is 

often surfaced with a matching TFL (thermally fused laminate) surface but may also 

be flat-laminated 3DL.

One of the most sustainable choices for high-abuse applications.

In commercial design the longer a surface lasts, the more sustainable it is. 3DL’s 

seamless edges resist damage from shopping carts and hospital gurneys, and easily 

withstand the rigorous daily cleaning rituals in hospitality and healthcare environments. 

“Our healthcare clients know 3DL surfaces are much easier to keep clean 

than most other options, where T-moulding or edgebanding immediately start col-

lecting dirt and bacteria with the slightest damage,” says Alan Applegate, VP of new 

business development for Paladin Industries in Grand Rapids, Michigan. Paladin built 

its reputation by specializing in 3D laminated components for many commercial 

furniture brands in that area and across North America.  

“We’re now making entire cabinets with 3DL components – the doors, drawer 

fronts, cases and shelves, and we’re getting orders for wall panels clad in 3DL.” 

Efficient ‘mass customization’ of unique parts. 

Another key to sustainable specification is access to efficiently manufactured 

unique components. 3DL parts of many different sizes and shapes can be 

pressed in the same cycle – raw MDF goes in, and a full bed of finished parts 

comes out.

“We’re producing the worktops for adjustable desking 

systems as customers order them,” says Applegate. 

“They pick the color and style; we press it and ship direct 

with the system’s hardware within five days.”

Consistent quality, leading designs.

“Consistency in the material quality and staying ahead of 

the designs our customers are looking for is what keeps 

us ahead of our growing number of competitors,” says 

Applegate. “Much of our 3DL comes from American 

Renolit. They’re one of the best producers out there.

“Their new synchronized woodgrain textures, where 

the embossed ticking is aligned with the printed wood-

grain, are really incredible. If it’s laminated properly, you 

really feel like you’re holding a piece of real wood.” 

Find out more about Renolit 3DL at 
www.Renolit.com/design
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Edging Toward 
Design Leadership
3D laminate is a growing staple in office, healthcare and retail projects, thanks to its  
high resistance to abuse, design flexibility, and ‘mass customization’ manufacturing.

See Renolit 

at NeoCon 
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Materials 

Pavilion, 

booth 

7-1000.
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Renolit is a leader in 3DL “synchronized surfaces” – the 
embossed details align perfectly with the printed design.

Paladin Industries specializes in 3DL components for commercial office and healthcare furniture producers. 
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